
where reality deals 
with unreality dealing 

                    with the surface of boundaries) … here we played with each other’s inventions 
 

I started sketching outlines for a solution to our  transcendental problems, in order that 
 we might better 

   
 
	  

reality can deal only 
with sensation, does not concern 

                    the surface of boundaries; one can at least play in one’s inventions. 
 

which deal only 
with reality, unconcerned 

                    at the surface of boundaries; one can at least play with one’s inventions 
 

I started sketching outlines for a solution to our  glamorous unity, in order that 
 we might better 

   
 
	  

sketching outlines for a solution to our  empirical situation, in order that 
 we might be better 

   
 
	  

I started sketching outlines for a solution to our  purposeful footsteps, in order that 
 we might better 

   
 
	  

reality dealing only 
with sensation, not concerning 

                    the surface of boundaries; one at least can play in one’s inventions 
 

  
critique 
‘Where are we going? And what are we doing?’ (John Cage) vs Critique of Pure Reason (Immanuel Kant)  

 

 

   

  On the second trip the cat died, immediately 

 

 

continue to the lakes without piercing the flesh of foreign souls 

hunting for a touch of intuition, speaking only English to machines 

  

 

 amid the flowers we stopped to pick – unruly telephones, desperately 

  making last calls to impermanence 

 

 

be equipped for zeal within systematic, blind fields 

  (our photography musical, always, but tricky within magnitudes 

 

 

 functionally dark, gradual amid the 

  concerts, vacations and vaccinations, genitalia: astonishments 

 

 

 change direction, point to the future with a knife 

 turning the doorknob of foreign countries with our thought 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



but otherwise, no change 

folk operate their blinds and the dawn 

vulcanizes vague intuition, the silken air is torn like skin. 

A brooding material essence smears heavily  

 over things 

 

but otherwise no change 

folk operate their blinds, the dawn 

vulcanizes vague intuition, and the silken air is torn like skin. 

A brooding material essence smears heavily  

 over things 

 

but otherwise, no change 

folk operate their blinds and the dawn 

vulcanizes vague intuition; the silken air is torn like skin. 

A brooding material essence smears heavily  

 over things. 

 

… no change here, folk open their blinds 

and dawn vulcanizes vague intuition; the silken air tears like skin. 

A brooding material essence smears heavily  

 over things 

 

 

aubade 
Nausea (Jean-Paul Sartre) vs ‘Tactilism’ (Filippo Tommaso Marinetti) 
 

tension accumulates in the optic nerve: eyes snap open 

and bluish objects jerk past windows, little velvety spirits from unknown shores 

 

 

 

 

 

 

while remnants of a night-seeing crowd grasp the moment: dust-covered 

 wonderstruck (crawling and hopping, erotic, refined) rolling in gutters, spasmodic with reason 

nipping the optic nerve; eyes snap open 

  

and penetrate a pre-morning of wire bristle. Sponge. Rough iron. 

Animal or peach down. Pelt of horse or dog. Morbid plastic, human. Art, pissoir, bird 

 

 

 

 

 

 

when processions begin to raise long hats, clicking stories off their tongues 

arms dangling in the nude above shining puddles, parklands of old hearts half-smiling  

while tension accumulates in the optic nerves: eyes snap open 

 

to arcades of brutal coffee, elbows and breathing 

fecund and virile – mouths open-doored, municipal benches awaiting foreseen patterns in pale haze 

 

 

     

 

  

as fingertips flex and slow gods at hypotheses cross acreage 

 where forgotten shapes pace messed cages under chimneystacks: here, tension accumulates 

in every optic nerve, and eyes snap open 


